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COVID-19 and investor
sentiment influence
on the US and European
countries sector returns
Abstract
Although some studies recently address the association between COVID-19 sentiment
and returns, volatility, or stock trading volume, no one conducts an analysis to measure
the impact of investor rationality or irrationality on the influence on countries and
sectors’ returns.
This work creates a text media sentiment and combines its influence with the outbreak
cases on the stock market sector returns of the US, Europe, and their main countries
most affected by the pandemic.
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This allows us to perceive the ranking impact of rationality or irrationality on country
and sector stock returns. This work applies a random-effects robust panel estimation,
with an M-estimator. This paper concludes that US returns are more sensitive to sentiment, and thus more prone to irrational factors than confirmed cases compared to
Europe and that country factors influence the returns differently. In Italy and Spain
as the most punished countries in Europe apart from the UK, present sector indexes
return more reactive to verified cases, or rationality, namely, tourism, real estate, and
the automobile (this last one in Italy).
The importance of this work resides in providing a new in-depth analysis of irrational
behavioral metrics among countries, which allows for comparison. Moreover, it allows observing which sectors’ and which countries’ asset returns are most sensitive to
rational or irrational expressions of events, allowing for arbitraging, financial planning
for investors, decision-makers, and academia on an in and out of pandemic context.

Keywords
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index

JEL Classification
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INTRODUCTION
COVID-19 pandemic affected everyone worldwide. A death rate in
Europe of 9.4%, 6% for the Americas and 3% for Asia, and a high contagion rate have created the economic and social chaos infecting 5
million people worldwide and 330 thousand deaths (May 19th, 2020).
Although the death rate seems to be decreasing, the number of cases
is going up. The US (with 1,529,000) and Europe (1,740,000) present a
higher number of cases and within Europe, the United Kingdom with
248,818, Spain with 232,037, Italy with 226,699, Germany with 176,007,
and France with 143,427, lead the ranking. The death rate seems to be
decreasing in Europe (from February till May; 2.17%, 7.36%, 15.66%,
and 14.60%, respectively) and the US (from March till May; 1.93%.
6.60%, 6.33%, respectively) (European Centre for Disease Prevention
and Control, 2020).
Academia has widely proven that financial asset prices movement is
also explained by sentiment, mainly in periods of irrational, unjustified panics or exaggerated optimism. Investor sentiment is related to
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emotions, pessimism, or optimism that can influence the investment decisions and, thus, asset prices,
as documented by Benhabib, Liu, and Wang (2016), Jitmaneeroj (2017). The sentiment is documented
as the deviation bias between asset price sustained by fundamentals and its current price (Zhou, 2018;
Giglio & Kelly, 2017), which can be considered mispricing.
If the share price deviates from its theoretical price, then sentiment plays a determinant role to justify the difference. Stock prices can thus become irrational. Accordingly, the Eugene Fama Efficient Market Hypothesis,
characterized by a market full of well-informed investors, investments properly priced, and reflecting all
available information, is not sustained. That is why market efficiency for asset pricing has been put in question by behavioral finance. Investors are biased and irrational, and these behavioral features play a determining role in asset prices. When incorporated into the models’ supply, investor behavior is an explanation for
stock returns and volatility. Sharma and Kumar (2019) defend that researchers should present robust behavioral asset pricing models backed by enough empirical evidence worldwide, incorporating investor psychological biases in new robust behavioral asset pricing models. Also, Aggarwall (2019) sustains that financial
theories’ sentiment construct needs to be revisited according to the sentiments defined in psychology.
Sentiments can be defined as phantasy relationships built unconsciously in mind (Tuckett & Taffer,
2008). This can lead to emotional speculations about future price movements. Perceiving sentiments and
human cognition will lead to an understanding of market asset pricing. The impact of decision-making over rational investments built upon company fundamentals or sustained on decisions made upon
available information of real events, and irrationality – measured as an expectation based on feelings
and not real premises – should be studied and compared in terms of sector and countries’ performance.
Accordingly, this paper addresses a new approach by comparing the asset price reaction to verified
events (immediate emotions) against those events’ anticipation through investor sentiment (lagged
and expected emotions) to observe market and sector returns biases regarding psychological behavior.
This work intertwines a real psychological event as the fear and panic caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, with a text investor sentiment index that captures the anxiety embedded in different countries’
and sectors’ stock markets. The importance of the theme lies in the fact that by knowing which sectors and which countries are most reactive to rational or irrational expressions of events, institutional
investors, companies providing financial information, political and academic professionals can anticipate market reactions and thus monitor procedures, information, and arbitraging. In academic terms,
in addition to meeting the suggested academic gaps in the works of Sharma and Kumar (2019) and
Aggarwall (2019), it serves to create the path for the measurement and monitoring of the causes that
influence these behaviors to provide the market with an antidote to minimize the asymmetric impacts
of erratic behavior and peak levels of sector and country asset exchanges. Furthermore, this work allows analyzing which country is more sensitive to irrational behaviors and compares them, which will
contribute to the solution of the sentiment different bias among stock markets. Therefore, this work’s
research question is to find which country and sector returns response is more prone to rational or irrational behavior. This work is structured as follows: after this introduction section, the recent literature review is provided, then the methods, afterward, the results and their discussion, and finishing
with the concluding remarks.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

investor feelings, sentiment, or irrationality on
explaining stock returns besides company fun1.1. The rationality and irrationality
damentals. Managers can be optimistic or pessimistic
beyond fundamentals driving to irrationof sentiment
al market consequences (Greenwood & Shleifer,
Fama and French (2015) assume that 28% re- 2014). The irrationality of analysts, which is
mains unexplained and possibly attributed to reflected by their optimistic forecasts, may be
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attributed to the inconsistent reactions to news
or scenario thinking (Sedor, 2002). Brown and
Cliff (2004) and Baker and Wurgler (2006) define investor sentiment index as an irrational
factor index. Chaoqun et al. (2018) defend that
the ability of investor sentiment as a predictor
of stock returns does not derive from a rational
forecast of future cash flows, but, instead, irrational behavior.
Traditional finance theory defends that stock
prices reflect the discounted value of expected
cash flows and that arbitrageurs eradicate the
impact of irrational behavior by investors, but
behavioral finance suggests that waves of irrational sentiment – optimistic or pessimistic
expectations – can persist and influence asset
prices for significant periods of time and consequently cause crises (Zouaoui et al., 2011).
The rational part of the sentiment comes from
the expectation of the behavior of future cash
flows based upon the company fundamentals, or real news or events that may influence
future firm financial behavior. The irrational
part comes from over-optimism or pessimism,
like panic or exaggerated fear that is subjective.
Hirshleifer (2015) shows that investor sentiment
is the fluctuating attitude to investment categories, and it may be associated with changes in
assessments of expected returns or risk. This
attitude might include waves of irrational enthusiasm or repugnance for certain investment
characteristics and shifts in the emotional or
cognitive opinion that the economic environment triggers. If sentiment brings mispricing,
then sentiment measures should predict future
abnormal returns.
Many authors compute investor sentiment
measure using survey-based measures as the
consumer sentiment index or economic sentiment indicators as proxies, or text data sustained upon media collection of words or based
on data analysis.
Investor sentiment – the irrational part – is calculated as the error term of a regression between
the sentiment proxy and macroeconomic variables or fundamentals to remove the “rational
term”. The random error term captures the in-
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vestor sentiment, or the irrational components,
and the fitted (predicted values within the model) of that regression capture the rational components of sentiments (Baker & Wurgler, 2006;
Reis & Pinho, 2020a, b; Sayim & Rahman, 2015;
Verma, Baklaci, & Soydemir, 2008).
Verma et al. (2008) defend that irrational sentiments have a more rapid and pronounced effect on stock market returns than rational sentiments. They defend that the individual and
institutional investor sentiments are driven by
rational and irrational factors with different effects on stock market returns. They consider the
role of economic fundamentals as determinants
of stock market returns, which is the rational part of the authors’ sentiment. This rational part of sentiment has a much greater effect
on returns explanation than the sentiments-induced by noise or irrational. If excessive optimism drives prices above intrinsic values, periods of high sentiments should be followed
by low returns as market prices revert to fundamental values. They also find that rational
sentiments are incorporated in stock prices at
a slower speed than the irrational sentiments.
Verma et al. (2008) define as the rational part of
the sentiment the company fundamentals that
justify the returns and the irrational part of the
error term of the regression between returns
and fundamentals.

1.2. The pandemic
Zhang, Hu, and Ji (2020) show that global financial market risks strongly increased during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Country stock market
reactions relate to the severity of the outbreak.
Markets became volatile, unpredictable, and
characterized by uncertainty due to economic
losses, causing the downgrade market. Gunay
(2020) studies the correlations across different
stock markets before and after the pandemic
and concludes that Chinese and Turkish stock
markets weaken from 2005 to 2019, but display
a 20% rise following the outbreak. Other market
pairs (US, UK, Italy, Spain) show correlation coefficients at 10%. Corbet et al. (2020) state that
cryptocurrencies do not act as hedges or safe
havens in times of serious financial and economic disruption, but, instead, as amplifiers of
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contagion. Gold does not present any relation
with Chinese stock markets and does not appear to be a safe haven. Baker et al. (2020) defend the biggest stock market volatility caused
by the COVID-19 when compared to other historic pandemics such as the bird flu (1997–1998),
SARS (2003), swine flu (2009), Ebola and MERS
(2014 to 2015), coronavirus (COVID-19, from
December 2019 to date). Papadamou, Fassas,
Kenourgios, and Dimitriou (2020) built a google trend index concerning coronavirus and
studied their impact on the implied volatility of
thirteen major stock markets, covering Europe,
Asia, USA, and Australia regions founding that
increased search queries for COVID-19 present a direct effect on implied volatility, and an
indirect effect via stock returns emphasizing a
risk-aversion channel operating around pandemic conditions. Onali (2020) suggest that
changes in the number of cases and deaths in
the US and other countries majorly affected by
the COVID-19 crisis in the first three months
of 2020 (China, Italy, Spain, the UK, Iran, and
France) do not have an impact on the US stock
market returns, but reveal evidence of a positive
impact on the conditional heteroscedasticity of
the Dow Jones and S&P returns.

Accordingly, this work’s research question is to
find which country and sector returns response
is more prone to rational or irrational behavior.

2. METHOD

Although most studies address the relation
amongst COVID-19 sentiment and returns,
volatility, or stock trading volume, no one conducts an analysis towards measuring the effect
of the rationality of investors on the influence
on countries’ and sectors’ returns. The rational
reaction can be measured through real events,
where irrationality can be portrayed by sentiment behavior when expecting upcoming events
(see Verma et al., 2008, about rational and irrational behavior). The authors’ method is divided
into three phases: 1) the building of the index
sustained on Google Trends; 2) the orthogonalization trough ordinary least squares against
macro variables; 3) the data analysis using panel
data robust analysis with random effects. This
work based the sentiment index on the method proposed by Gao, Ren, and Zhang (2018)
that applied households’ Google search behavior to construct sentiment indices for different
markets. They show that their sentiment measA. M. Al-Awadhi, Al-Saifi, A. Al-Awadhi, and ure is a contrarian predictor of country-level
Alhamadi (2020) found that growth in total cases market returns. Also, the work of Schatteman
and deaths caused by COVID-19 has a significant and Waymire (2017) contributes to the choice
negative effect on stock returns across all compa- of words for our sentiment. This paper relies
nies in the Chinese stock market.
on the Merriam-Webster dictionary and finds
negative words classified in the group of “econ”.
Most studies prove a reverse association among This work proceeds with the search of the words
sentiment and future market returns as the on the news from Reuters, CNBC, Bloomberg,
works of Fisher and Statman (2000), Ding, and Wall Street Journal websites as from April
Mazouz, and Wang (2018), Baker and Wurgler 2004 till April 16th, 2020.
(2006). However, Cheema and Szulczyk (2020)
find a strong positive association between in- Then the combined terms in Google Trends
vestor sentiment and later market returns dur- “market crash + depression + recession + “short
ing the bubble period. Outside the bubble peri- selling” + panic + default + bankruptcy + lossod, investor sentiment has a negligible impact es” are searched to come up with the sentiment
on market returns. Also, Lee, Jiang, and Indro index in the subgroup “companies and indus(2002) subscribe to an identical positive relation. tries” from 2015 till April 19 th, 2020. This form
of words combination code allowed us to check
This work interlaces a real psychological event simultaneously whichever of those words were
as the fear and panic caused by the COVID-19 searched specific words were translated into
pandemic, with a text investor sentiment in- the country language using Google Translate.
dex that captures the anxiety embedded in Accordingly, this work produces a sentiment
different countries and sectors stock markets. index with a range value between 0 and 100,
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Table 1. Words search inserted on the news from 2004 till 2020, April 16th (million)
Words

WSJ

CNBC

Bloomberg

Reuters

Short

38

21

106

169

Loss

40

11

59

81

Crash

6

7

25

47

Default

29

15

61

96

Depression

21

5

24

35

Recession

2

5

18

35

Bankruptcy

2

1

13

17

Panic

4

2

12

13

meaning that a value of 100 is a very low sen- Germany) and individual robust standard errors
timent (fear, panic, pessimism), implicating an OLS regressions for individual European counincrease in those search words, and 0 otherwise. tries and the US.
Considering that macroeconomic factors may
influence this sentiment proxy and thus be biased, to capture real irrational and rational behavior related to the sentiment, this paper follows Baker and Wurgler’s (2006) procedure to
orthogonalize the index against three macroeconomic variables (Brent, sovereign 10-year
yield, and Bitcoin) trough ordinary least squares.
Brent and sovereign yield allow us to withdraw
systematic risk and bitcoin the speculative risk.
Afterward, the residuals are used as true sentiment measure:

Sentt ,i =
β ⋅ brentt ,i +
+ β ⋅ sovereignyieldt ,i +

(1)

+ β ⋅ bitcoint ,i + Sentt⊥,i ,
⊥

where Sentt ,i is the true sentiment corresponding to the error term of expression 1, Sent , raw
sentiment, Brent price, the sovereign yield for the
10-year term, and Bitcoin price; t is the time and
i is the country.

Robust regressions use not only an M-estimator
(Huber followed by bisquare) but also include
a first step that removes high-leverage outliers (based on Cook’s D) (Maronna, 2006; Huber,
1973). The standard least-squares method tries
to minimize the error, which is unstable if there
are outliers present in the data. Outlying data
give such a strong effect in the minimization that
the parameters thus estimated are distorted. The
M-estimator reduces outliers’ effect by replacing the squared residuals by another function of
the residuals, yielding more optimal estimators
(Zhang, 1997). The sentiment measure and cases
are standardized with zero mean and one standard deviation for more legible results:

Ri=
β Ri ,t −1 + θ Si ,t + ϑCi ,t + µi ,t + ε i ,t ,
,t

(2)

where R is the index or the sector ETF return, S
is the standardized sentiment obtained in expression (1) and is C the first lagged difference of coronavirus cases, with β , θ and ϑ , the coefficients,
i is the country and t is the time, with µi ,t , ε i ,t ,
mean the between entity and within entity error,
respectively.

Then with COVID-19 cases and the sector and
global country index returns, this paper carried
on a panel data regression analysis with robust
(heteroscedasticity and serial correlation, ro- 3. RESULTS
bust standard errors) with random effects (verified after the performance of the Hausman test) Table 2 presents the detailed variable descriptive
for European countries (UK, France, Italy, Spain, statistics.

http://dx.doi.org/10.21511/imfi.17(3).2020.28
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Variable

Obs.

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Database

Measure

1,211

27.01569

17.60223

0

100

Google Trends

Sentiment

839

2295.534

5719.023

0

48529

data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/
covid-19-coronavirus-data

No. of COVID-19 cases

stoxx600

1,267

–.0007723

.0173687

–.1147762

.0840495

investing.com

STOXX 6oo index return

eurotravel

1,267

–.0023793

.0267959

–.1328

.1006

investing.com

ETF STOXX Europe 600 travel and leisure return

euroreal

1,267

–.0014754

.0177446

–.1146

.0822

investing.com

ETF STOXX Europe 600 real estate return

euroauto

1,267

–.0023763

.0259308

–.1457

.1565

investing.com

ETF STOXX Europe 600 automobile return

europetelec

1,267

–.0017093

.0167538

–.108

.0898

investing.com

ETF STOXX Europe 600 telecommunications return

dowjones

1,267

–.0005639

.0241721

–.1227

.1143

investing.com

Dow Jones index return

djoneshotel

1,267

–.0018109

.0316052

–.1462

.1518

investing.com

Dow Jones hotels index return

djteleco

1,267

–.0006629

.0184666

–.0821

.0821

investing.com

Dow Jones telecommunications index return

djauto

1,267

.0014743

.0336356

–.16

.1576

investing.com

Dow Jones automobiles index return

djreal

1,267

–.001018

.0273037

–.1743

.0853

investing.com

Dow Jones real estate index return

bitcoin

1,204

7961.186

1224.003

4927

10339

investing.com

Bitcoin price

brent

798

53.74123

16.27944

14.85

70.25

investing.com

Brent price

germ10y

861

–.3717317

.1349276

–.854

–.182

investing.com

10y government yield (Germany)

1,001

1.455252

.4680767

.502

1.945

investing.com

10y government yield (USA)

sent_negat

cases

http://dx.doi.org/10.21511/imfi.17(3).2020.28

usa10y

Note: Daily data from 2015 till April 2020, although COVID-19 cases just appear at the end of 2019.
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Table 2. Summary statistics and variable definition
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Table 3. Random effects panel regression results for the US and Europe
USA
dowjones

L.dowjones

djoneshotel

Djteleco

Europe
Djauto

djreal

–0.16**

stoxx600
L.stoxx600

(0.06)
stdrsent

LD.stdcases

euroreal

euroauto

europetelec

–0.002+

–0.003*

–0.003*

–0.002+

–0.001

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

–0.015***

–0.005*

(0.003)

(0.002)

–0.017
(0.021)

–0.01***

–0.01***

–0.00

–0.00

–0.01***

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

–0.02

–0.06**

0.00

–0.05*

0.05***

(0.01)

(0.02)

(0.01)

(0.03)

(0.01)

L.djonesho~l

eurotravel

0.09

stdrsent

LD.stdcases

–0.008***
(0.002)

L.eurotravel

(0.005)

(0.002)

0.349***
(0.026)

–0.30***

L.euroreal

0.226***

(0.09)
L.djauto

(0.032)
0.13+

L.euroauto

–0.011

(0.08)
L.djreal

(0.016)
–0.06

L.europete~c

–0.044***

(0.04)

_cons

N
adj. R-sq

–0.00

–0.00

–0.00

0.00

0.00

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

72

72

72

72

72

0.464

0.574

0.114

0.114

0.598

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

(0.010)
_cons

N
adj. R-sq

–0.002

–0.001

–0.000

–0.003**

–0.002**

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

360

360

360

360

360

0.0228

0.1621

0.09

0.022

0.01

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

379

Note: Table 3 reports the influence of standardized sentiment index and standardized first lagged difference of COVID-19 cases on global and sector return indexes or ETFs. For the US
globally (dowjones) has more sensitivity to sentiment (0.1% alpha) and in tourism sector and real estate (0.1% alpha). Real cases affect also real estate with an α = 0,1%. For Europe as a
whole, markets are more prone to rationality as it can observe that the market as a whole and all sectors are influenced by rational events (α = 0.1% with the exception of telecom sector.
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(0.07)
L.djteleco

–0.020*** –0.009***

Spain

L.stoxx600

Italy

–1

–2

–3

–4

–5

–1

–2

–3

–4

–5

stoxx600

eurotravel

euroreal

euroauto

europetelec

stoxx600

eurotravel

euroreal

euroauto

europetelec

–0.004*

–0.009***

–0.003*

–0.002

–0.004***

(0.001)

(0.002)

(0.001)

(0.002)

(0.001)

–0.049***

–0.083***

–0.041***

–0.057***

0.006

(0.009)

(0.012)

(0.008)

(0.012)

(0.008)

0.105

L.stoxx600

(0.081)
stdrsent

LD.stdcases

(0.083)

0.001

–0.007**

–0.000

0.002

–0.003+

(0.002)

(0.002)

(0.002)

(0.002)

(0.002)

0.006

–0.053***

–0.006

–0.003

0.006

(0.008)

(0.009)

(0.007)

(0.010)

(0.006)

L.eurotravel

0.037

0.141*

stdrsent

LD.stdcases

L.eurotravel

0.227**

(0.062)
L.euroreal

(0.079)
0.288***

L.euroreal

0.275***

(0.074)
L.euroauto

(0.077)
0.061

L.euroauto

–0.038

(0.068)
L.europete~c

(0.072)
0.038

L.europete~c

–0.021

http://dx.doi.org/10.21511/imfi.17(3).2020.28

(0.065)
_cons

N
adj. R-sq

0.000

–0.001

0.001

–0.003

–0.000

(0.003)

(0.003)

(0.002)

(0.003)

(0.002)

72

72

72

72

72

–0.007

0.426

0.168

–0.020

0.022

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

(0.069)
_cons

N
adj. R-sq

0.002

0.002

0.002

–0.002

0.000

(0.002)

(0.003)

(0.002)

(0.003)

(0.002)

72

72

72

72

72

0.404

0.657

0.538

0.242

0.132

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Note: Table 4 reports the influence of standardized sentiment index and standardized first lagged difference of COVID-19 cases on global and sector return indexes or ETFs. Spain’s tourism
returns are affected by real cases, and Italy is more rationally affected globally in tourism, real estate, and auto industries.
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Table 4. OLS robust regressions for Spain and Italy
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Table 5. OLS robust regressions for Germany and UK
Germany

L.stoxx600

UK

–1

–2

–3

–4

–5

–1

–2

–3

–4

–5

stoox600

eurotravel

euroreal

euroauto

europetelec

stoxx600

eurotravel

euroreal

euroauto

europetelec

0.001

–0.002

–0.000

0.002+

–0.002***

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

0.001

0.009

–0.001

0.001

0.004

(0.007)

(0.009)

(0.006)

(0.009)

(0.005)

0.113+

L.stoxx600

(0.061)
stdrsent

LD.stdcases

(0.086)

0.003***

–0.003*

–0.000

0.002

–0.001

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

–0.003

–0.024**

–0.010+

–0.008

–0.009+

(0.005)

(0.008)

(0.005)

(0.008)

(0.005)

L.eurotravel

0.117

0.459***

stdrsent

LD.stdcases

L.eurotravel

0.565***

L.euroreal

(0.073)
0.301***

L.euroreal

0.292***

(0.070)
L.euroauto

(0.078)
0.052

L.euroauto

0.100

(0.069)
L.europete~c

(0.070)
0.025

L.europete~c

0.044

(0.061)
_cons

N
adj. R-sq

0.001

–0.002

0.001

–0.004

–0.001

(0.002)

(0.003)

(0.002)

(0.003)

(0.002)

72

72

72

72

72

0.170

0.459

0.231

–0.002

0.040

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

(0.064)
_cons

N
adj. R-sq

0.000

0.000

0.001

–0.004

0.000

(0.002)

(0.003)

(0.002)

(0.003)

(0.002)

72

72

72

72

72

–0.009

0.537

0.169

0.017

0.183

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
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Note: Table 5 reports the influence of standardized sentiment index and standardized first lagged difference of COVID-19 cases on global and sector return indexes or ETFs. Germany’s
tourism returns are more sensitive to rationality (alpha of 1%), and the UK’s telecom sector is more sensitive to rationality.
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Table 6. OLS robust regressions for France
France

L.stoxx600

–1

–2

–3

–4

–5

stoxx600

eurotravel

euroreal

euroauto

europetelec

0.081
(0.082)

stdrsent

LD.stdcases

–0.000

–0.001

0.001

–0.001

0.000

(0.001)

(0.002)

(0.001)

(0.002)

(0.001)

–0.003

–0.013*

–0.005

–0.003

–0.000

(0.004)

(0.006)

(0.004)

(0.005)

(0.003)

L.eurotravel

0.508***
(0.077)

L.euroreal

0.314***
(0.072)

L.euroauto

0.046
(0.070)

L.europete~c

0.016
(0.065)

_cons

N
adj. R-sq

0.001

–0.000

0.000

–0.002

–0.001

(0.002)

(0.003)

(0.002)

(0.003)

(0.002)

72

72

72

72

72

–0.022

0.386

0.200

–0.030

–0.043

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Note: Table 6 reports the influence of standardized sentiment index and standardized first lagged difference of COVID-19 cases
on global and sector return indexes or ETFs. France tourism returns are more influenced by rationality at alpha of 5%.

Note: Sentiment data duly standardized with mean 0 and 1 variance and on grey color the main economic and financial
events that sentiment index showed during the period. The sentiment is a manifestation of the markets’ irrationality and
is validated because it follows the most significant happenings in the market. Per grey area: 1-China devaluates the yuan in
august 2015 (MarketWatch); 2-Japanese 10y bond yield hits 0% in January 2016 (WSJ); 3-Brexit voted in July 2016 (WSJ), and
Italy’s constitutional referendum and the bad loans plaguing the country’s banks in November 2016 (WSJ); 4-China-US trade
war (February and March 2018, fxempire.com); 5-China trade war (November 2019) and Brexit again-Britain spoke for the
2nd time and once more voted in favor of departing from the EU (Feb 2019, fxempire.com). 6-In 2020, the COVID-19 impact
on the bourses.

Figure 1. Sentiment for Europe and for the US
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Sentiment data duly standardized with a mean 0 and 1 variance for comparison purposes

Figure 2. Sentiment for the US and European countries
Table 7. Correlation coefficients among irrational behavior measured by the sentiment index duly
standardized
As of 1/1/2015
Section 1

stdrsent_USA stdrsent_UK

stdrsent_
Germany

stdrsent_Italy stdrsent_Spain stdrsent_France

Stdrsent_USA

1.0000

Stdrsent_UK

0.8580

1.0000

Stdrsent_Germany

0.4714

0.4522

1.0000

Stdrsent_Italy

0.2860

0.3289

0.1447

1.0000

Stdrsent_Spain

0.2694

0.3034

0.2307

0.2202

1.0000

Stdrsent_France

0.1166

0.1543

0.1092

0.0725

0.2631

1.0000

Period of COVID-19 after 12/01/2019
Section 2

stdrsent_USA stdrsent_UK

stdrsent_
Germany

stdrsent_Italy stdrsent_Spain stdrsent_France

Stdrsent_USA

1.0000

Stdrsent_UK

0.9698

1.0000

Stdrsent_Germany

0.8366

0.8078

1.0000

Stdrsent_Italy

0.6139

0.6345

0.3743

1.0000

Stdrsent_Spain

0.7233

0.8046

0.6894

0.4925

1.0000

Stdrsent_France

0.1302

0.2196

0.1453

-0.0248

0.3032
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1.0000
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4. DISCUSSION
An increase in negative sentiment implying fear,
pessimism, and panic, is negatively associated
with returns in the US global index and in tourism
and in real estate, the most impacted sectors with
the pandemic (Table 3). Irrationality prevails and
conditions market returns. Europe also presents
the same reaction, although at a lower level than
in the US. In Europe, the automobile industry also
was affected by investor sentiment. An increase in
COVID-19 cases, although relevant in the US for
the global, tourism, and real estate indexes, has a
more pronounced effect on Europe in all sectors
(telecommunications return has a lower reaction).
Accordingly, rationality reaction prevails. The US
reacts more in anticipation of the sentiment, a
measure that captures actual and future concern
and fear, rather than with the effective COVID
cases. On the other hand, Europe seems to react
more to the real scenario and landscape and lower
to sentiment, to the anticipation of any scenario.
The adjusted R2 confirms the predictive power of
sentiment and COVID-19 cases of returns, mainly
on the more damaged sectors of the economy: hotel, leisure, and real estate. Spain and Italy are the
European countries that suffered the most, and it
is confirmed that the tourism sector had the most
impacted returns (Table 4). Sentiment and cases
both have equally predicted power on returns for
Tourism. In Italy, real estate and automobile indexes returns (car makers are important in Italy)
react more to the real cases than on sentiment or
mood. Germany and France index returns are

more prone to confirmed cases in the Tourism
sector than on sentiment (Tables 5 and 6).
According to Figure 1, the sentiment index is accurate and a manifestation of irrationality, considering that it also follows the main events (whether
in the US or Europe) that have affected the stock
markets. For instance, the main events, such as
the ones described in the note to Figure 1, justify
the model’s accuracy in Europe and the USA.
The contagion and spillover effect among
European countries and the US are confirmed in
this work. Moreover, the UK and the USA have a
stronger connection to the irrational behavior of
investors. This spillover effect is capitalized on the
COVID-19 period, where it can be seen the panic
and fear of investors more underlined (see Table 7).
Figure 2 allows concluding that among countries,
the UK and the US are more prone to irrational
sentiment as it can also be testified by UK sector
returns that respond more to irrationality than on
real COVID-19 cases (telecommunications sector).
Also, Italy and France have strong irrational behavior peaks, but when confronting sector returns
over the two – rational and irrationality, rationality appears as the main driver of returns on some
sectors. The sentiment index captures the nervous
investors before market constraints, and it seems
that mood alterations are often seen in European
markets than in the US. Despite the mood features, rationality is more present in European sectors than on US sector returns (see Table 3-6).

CONCLUSION
Coronavirus has brought panic, negativity, and contagious effects among global economies. Although
this may have caused huge daily and accumulated losses on stock indexes also created opportunities
for recoveries and huge gains. The sentiment index proved to be more effective in predicting returns
than the real COVID-19 cases that conditioned the market. This encompasses the idea that irrational
feelings than rational ones mainly condition investor behavior. The research question is duly answered
considering that the US reacted in anticipation when compared with Europe as a whole or even before
country-specific effects, and so subject to more irrationality behavior despite the possibility of being
more future assertive. Tourism (travel and leisure) and real estate sectors are the more responsive ones
to investors’ irrational behavior in the US, while tourism, real estate, and automobile are more affected by rationality in Europe. This may prove that even before market contagion and spillovers, the US
stock markets react more to the anticipation of bad news and worst scenarios than Europe that reacts
more to real pandemic verified confirmed cases. The excessive financial news providers with corporations such as the CNBC, Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg, Wall Street Journal, Moody’s, S&P GMI, MSCI,
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Morningstar, Refinitiv, MarketWatch, etc., the huge number of analysts and commentators that appear
on news channels, whether online or on TV, create a strong dynamic of the information market in the
US. This information market is more advanced than in Europe, boosting the investors’ concern and
search for the quicker source of new news. This information absorption leads investors to make their
investments based on assumptions of the market’s future behavior than on real COVID-19 cases.
Emotions drive asset prices, and even though Europe appears to react more to rational factors than the
US does not mean that European investors can earn more money than American ones.
This study’s limitation is that it was not analyzed with Asian data (namely China), where the outbreak
started because the sentiment index was not possible to build due to the words’ translation problems.
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